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This is the new logo for the Valerie Taylor Trust which has been introduced to tie in with 

the awareness project of making the British Bangladeshi community aware of CRP and its 

work, and of VTT.  The logo will gradually be introduced to all VTT correspondence.   

The 2 words below provide a challenge to everyone.  This is described in the Chairman’s 

Report below. 

 

Report by Ben Clackson, VTT Chairman 

Treasurer’s Report by Sayadul Khaled, FMAAT. 

 

Following successful fund-raising events in the Spring, including an Iftar meal at the 

Impression Events Venue in East London and a fund-raising banquet at the Lal 

Haveli Banqueting Hall in Walsall, Trustees decided to embark on a second phase of  

 
our project with Farhan Masud Khan to raise awareness of CRP and the Valerie Taylor Trust in the British 

Bangladeshi community.  

We have also been fortunate to have Valerie herself as a speaker at our Annual Meeting in May and at events 

since then, most recently at another fund-raising event at the Shahin restaurant in Guildford. 

The increasing cost of living here forms a challenging backdrop to our fundraising efforts, so we are particularly 

grateful to our supporters for staying with us in these difficult times. That includes those of you who continue 

to donate by Standing Order, and the restaurateurs and organisers who have enabled fund-raising events to 

take place in beautiful surroundings with delicious curries. As a result of all your donations our support for CRP 

in 2021-2022 amounted to £145,000 and we hope to match or improve on that in the current financial year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Corporate donations included £64,290 from Primark– these are “Restricted” funds for specific CRP projects. A 

further donation of £2k from Scott Bader Company was Unrestricted. 

Expenditure has increased in the period from 0.9% of total income to 8.4% for the year ending 31 March 2022 

principally due to the costs of the ongoing awareness programme and related consultancy fees.  

The support given by all members and donors is greatly appreciated. 

 Invitation to Annual Supporters’ Meeting 
You are all cordially invited to the  

2023 Annual Supporters’ Meeting at  

St. Paul’s Community Centre, 5, Rossmore Road, London, NW1 6NJ 

 on Saturday 13th May, 2023 at 2.00pm. 

A light lunch will be available from 1.00pm. 

Please note this date in your diaries NOW, and we look forward to seeing you. 

 

VTT’s approved Accounts for 2021-22 show that Total income was £157,513 

which consisted of donations and subscriptions of £71,377. Donations were 

sourced from a range of small and large donors and included receipt of Gift Aid 

(of £7,668) which is the tax reclaimable from donors who have confirmed they 

are UK taxpayers. 55% of income is made up of restricted funds as these were 

for specific CRP centres and projects. 

 



Can you help? 
 
We are short of Area-Coordinators to circulate information and newsletters, by email or post in the following areas. 
a) West Country,   b) Northern Ireland,   c) London/Middlesex,   d) West Midlands.   
Members or supporters, who are interested in helping, should contact the VTT Administrator (details below).   
For further information, or to change any of the data we hold on your behalf, please contact:- 
VTT Administrator, whose details are on the last page. 

 
Tel:-  01622 743011;  Email:- admin@valerietaylortrust.org;  Website:-  www.valerietaylortrust.org 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Report on the 2022 Annual Meeting by Brian Woodgate, VTT Administrator.

 
Introduction by the Secretary of VTT 

       Zahirul Haque provided an introduction and welcome message in Bengali / English and emphasised the real desire to ensure 

greater engagement with and involvement with the British Bangladeshi community.  Zahirul shared his own experiences from being 

the Secretary of VTT since September 2021 and was inspired by the dedication of the VTT team, as well as all the CRP staff and 

patients in Bangladesh. 

Chair’s Report 

      Since last September our initial 6-month project with Farhan Masud has helped us to raise the profile of both VTT and CRP in the 

British Bangladeshi community, and also enabled us to develop promotional materials: a new more eye-catching version of the old 

VTT leaflet with a new Logo, more pictures and less text, and a 2 minute fund-raising video that was shown later. 

      VTT has also developed a challenge to go with the logo: “Enable Hope”. When an adult is severely injured by an accident or an 

illness, it is they themselves who need hope that they can somehow manage to recover sufficient capability to make life worth living, 

and our donations enable CRP to provide services which will support that. But for a child with a disability, it is often the mother who 

needs hope, which is why CRP organises mother and child groups so that therapists can show mothers how to make the most of their 

children’s abilities. 

      The Chair thanked the British Bangladeshi community for the welcome the Organisation has received in the course of the 

awareness-raising project. The chair felt really honoured as a non-Muslim to be invited to an Iftar meal at the Impression Events 

Venue in London, where the owner had made his Venue available to VTT at minimal cost and the guests showed generosity to VTT on 

a scale that was really humbling. The Chair wanted to thank Farhan for the time and effort and fund-raising expertise that he has 

given the Organisation, and Mokhtar Hussain for his patience and persistence managing this complex project along with other 

trustees who provided their core support and guidance. The Chair also thanked all of VTT’s supporters, particularly those who give 

regularly and for continuing to give to VTT despite the rising cost of living. 

      We are also very grateful to Helen Mortimer for again editing the Spring Newsletter so well, to our Secretary Zahirul Haque for his 

clear and incisive minutes of Trustees Meetings, to our Treasurer Sayadul Khaled for his painstaking work on our Accounts, and to 

Brian Woodgate for all his calm and efficient administration work.                                                                       .  

                                                                            
 

Treasurer’s Report 

      The Treasurer emphasised the life changing work performed by CRP especially younger people where CRP had helped to build 

and achieve their hopes and dreams.  The financial situation is described by the treasurer in his report in the previous section. 

      The Treasurer passed on his deepest gratitude for the help and support received from Trustees as well as friends of CRP in 

neighbouring European countries and around the World.  A new auditor (independent examiner) has been appointed with effect 

from April 2022 

The Annual Meeting was, once again, held in London at St. Paul’s Church Centre, Rossmore 

Road, Marylebone on 14th May.  There was a good number of members and supporters in 

attendance, and it was good to see a few new faces along with some long-standing members.  

The usual excellent curry lunch was taken before proceedings started, which gave everyone a 

chance to get to know each other. 

tel:-
mailto:admin@valerietaylortrust.org
http://www.valerietaylortrust.org/
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Mokhtar Hussain  

      Mokhtar expressed gratitude for all of those who had provided help and support for the AGM including the food preparation by 

Anwar Hossain and the family and friends of our trustees. 

      Mokhtar spoke about how he has visited the CRP in Bangladesh over the many years of his involvement with VTT and very much 

encouraged those present to visit the CRP centres with their friends and families. This would help provide insight into the truly 

inspirational work being conducted by CRP in Bangladesh through wonderful life changing rehabilitation work. A strong message of 

encouragement for all members and supporters to provide whatever contribution they can make and to stay engaged with the work 

of the CRP and the efforts of VTT in the UK, especially the younger people who are such formidable and integral parts of the British / 

Bangladeshi community. 

      Mokhtar reiterated the importance of the ongoing awareness programme and appreciated the significant contribution this has 

made in recent months and once again thanked Farhan Masud for his expertise and commitment to helping the growth of VTT’s 

profile and fundraising capabilities within the UK. 

Trustees’ election / appointments  

      The Chair highlighted that the Constitution requires that a third of the trustees stand down each year. This year Khokon (Mokhtar 

Hussain), Glen McGhee and Sayadul Khaled are standing down but happily they are all standing for re-election. Since no other 

nominations had been received the Chair declared that those three are elected.  The Constitution enables us to co-opt up to 3 three 

Trustees for a year so new trustees are very much welcome. 

Chief Guest speaker: Valerie Taylor 

       A very warm welcome to everyone and appreciation for all the supporters who had made long journeys to get the AGM meeting, 

from Glasgow; Dumfries and Galloway; Sheffield; Cornwall (St Austell); and, from the South Coast, Mirja and Tan, whom Valerie last 

met 30 years ago.   A special tribute was made to Patience Holt [a supporter in Northern Ireland], who died on 19th April this year, at 

the age of nearly 94.  

       Valerie expressed a warm and grateful thanks from the CRP patients (in-patients and out-patients), staff members, numbering in 

total 1,333, who serve the main Centre in Savar and 12 Sub-Centres across Bangladesh, the 7 Trustees,  Volunteers both from 

Bangladesh and abroad, and donors, present at the AGM and from around the world, where in Bangladesh, Germany, Sweden, USA, 

Canada and UK groups of Friends of CRP have been established, often as a result of a volunteer from one of these countries setting 

up such a fund-raising group following a visit to CRP. 

       CRP recently received some extraordinary voluntary service – for instance from Dr Sayeed who heads the Medical Service Wing 

of CRP and is our regular spinal surgeon. He was anxious about Nupur, a young girl who was admitted after falling onto a brick-

making machine, when her clothes got caught in the machine. Dr Sayeed decided to contact Dr Luis Garcia, a Spanish spinal 

volunteer surgeon from Corunna in North-West Spain, who, when he saw Nupur’s X-ray, advised Dr Sayeed that he would come as 

soon as possible. Within one week, Dr Luis was with the CRP and the surgery he and Dr Sayeed performed together took 7½ hours 

and within 2 weeks Nupur was walking with a better recovery than had seemed possible.  

       Other examples of voluntary service taking place in this country to support CRP: 

1. The service of the VTT trustees under the guidance of their Chairman, Ben Clackson, and the VTT Administrator, Brian Woodgate. 

Valerie expressed deepest gratitude to Ben, Brian and  the fellow Trustees for all their hard work and support. 

2. Margaret Hakim – goes on many fund-raising events. 

3. Helen Mortimer – works in the background, each year producing the VTT Spring Newsletter even when she and her husband 

relocated to the USA for a few years. 

4. Elizabeth Timms is now preparing her 5th book, this time following some of the survivors of the Rana Plaza disaster.  

5. Errol Doobay, an electronics engineer from London, has made repeated visits to CRP to develop our IT department. In April 2022 

Errol transported 30 computers that he had worked on, giving them a new lease of life.  

6. Mokhtar and Aysha Hossain who have continued to take a session about CRP for the Global Health students from Canada who 

come to join a course held at Herstmonceux Castle in Hailsham, East Sussex. This castle was purchased by a Canadian benefactor 

and then donated to Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario. 

7. Farhan Masud Khan – CRP/VTT’s fundraiser: Valerie thanked him for the energy brought to the work of fundraising for VTT to 

enable CRP to run and get new projects off the ground and was excited about the future prospects. 

Funds for “Dry food distribution” to those with a disability who were struggling to feed their families were supplied by American 

Friends of CRP to over 500 people from 9 different centres across the country, and the food included donations from Scott Bader, a 

UK-based company. 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

LOOKING TO BUY A PRESENT FOR SOMEONE? 

WHY NOT CONSIDER THE FOLLOWING BOOKS EDITED BY LIZ TIMMS, A VTT MEMBER. 

REACHING HIGHER 

JOURNEYS  -   JOURNEYS 2  -   JOURNEYS 3 

AND AVAILABLE VERY SHORTLY WILL BE, 

JOURNEYS 4, The real-life experiences of Rana Plaza survivors. Read one of the stories below. 

For further information regarding obtaining copies of the above books, please contact the 

VTT Administrator,  Tel:- 01622 743011 or email:- admin@valerietaylortrust.org 

 

THE STORY OF RACHIDA 

 

Valerie shared news of new projects: 

1. Aquaponics. Setup on the roof of CRP’s main building by Babul, paraplegic ex-patient of CRP. No soil is required to plant vegetables: 

instead, fish, fish-food and water are the main ingredients. 

2. Next to the CRP compound is another piece of land where plans have been drawn up to build a 6-storey building, which will be 

fully accessible for 12 People with disabilities to live. The idea is, depending on their means, that the parents of children with 

disabilities will donate funds towards the construction costs of this new building so that their children will have a secure future 

when they themselves are no longer alive.  

3. 21st ASCON (Asian Spinal Cord Network) conference, at the end of November 2022. 

4. After a visit from Dr Anis Ahmed to CRP, we have been invited to join a conference of the Royal College of Psychiatrists to be held 

in UK on 14 October 2022.  

5. Recognising the successful running of the Mental Health Day Centre that CRP has been providing in Ganakhbari, the Kadoorie 

Charitable Foundation, based in Hong Kong, has agreed to extend its financial support for that and a new Day Centre for another 

3 years.  

6. News of CRP’s sub-centres. All have been set on pieces of land that have been donated and they are at different stages in their 

construction. There are 12 of them, with CRP Savar as the main Centre. 

 

        Two new buildings have been completed, both multi-storeyed and both a few minutes’ walk away from the main Centre: a 

hostel for male students, and mandatory Nursing College accommodation for nursing students on upper floors. 

        CRP’s staff aim to bring a special dimension to the services provided by implementing its core values, which are: Sensitivity, 

Compassion, Respect, Collaboration, Commitment to Excellence, Cleanliness. 

        A special short story with which to end: This year the World Health Organisation (WHO) held its 3rd film competition covering 

various areas of health. CRP opted for the “Rehabilitation” area and Mukta, our CRP photographer and film maker (trained may years 

ago by Kirstie Waldie), who is a wheelchair user because of polio, which she had when she was very young, chose Urmi’s story for her 

film subject. CRP received news that Mukta’s video film, called “Urmi’s success story” had made Mukta a “potential finalist” of the 

WHO “Health For All” film festival, which was shown online last evening. 

       The challenge ahead is that in the last 2 years CRP staff have not been given an increase in salary. Our fear is that we shall not be 

able to retain good staff. Efforts are being made to reduce CRP’s expenditure and increase its income generation. Special 

appreciation again for all the financial support given to CRP which enables amputees like Urmi and young girls with severe dislocation 

of the spine like Nupur to receive subsidised treatment, rehabilitation, prostheses and a wheelchair where necessary and to “Enable 

Hope”! 

 

 

      Please come in. Sit. Please excuse the muddle. Today we are moving 

house, so no need to remove your shoes. 

      I was the blessed youngest daughter of 5 children. I had a very happy 

childhood. I have always been happy. We lived in the country, by the river in 

Faridpur. The water was clean in those days and the banks were sandy, not 

deep with paper rubbish and plastic. There were not many motor boats back 

then, but if one did go past it would send waves lapping up onto the little 

beaches. We would jump over them and laugh. I could swim, which is unusual 

for Bangladeshis, so we had lots of fun playing and splashing in the water.  Or 

we would dig up worms and catch fish with them and take them home for tea. 

 

tel:-


      I studied up to grade 7 but when I was 13 or 14, I came to Savar, for garment work. It was the only 

opportunity for women to earn money in Bangladesh. I lived with my brother who had a business here and I 

missed my mother very much. She stayed in Faridpur. It is our ‘village home’, but it is so far away I only see her 

every one or two years. But when I do go back I see all my relatives, the new marriages, the babies, gaps 

where people have died; new fields and crops and animals. It is a wonderful time. 

      So I came to Savar and my first job was with Al Moslem. I stayed there for 5 years. They were a good 

factory and paid 2,200 Tk. a month. But in 2008 a new garment factory was built at Rana Plaza, so me and my 

friend decided to apply and work there. The building was new and clean. I had no idea that it was so badly built. 

The builders broke the law. It was built on the site of a pond. They didn’t build deep foundations. They added 

two extra floors without any planning permission and it was not designed for heavy machinery. All this we 

learned later. We didn’t know it at the time. That building lasted just five years, from it’s birth to its death! 

     I enjoyed working. I enjoyed earning money and I had friends there. 

     On 23rd April 2013 I went to work as usual and the manager said “We have a little problem. Go home but 

come tomorrow”. This was unusual. He didn’t tell us the problem, but we went home. 

     The next day we arrived at 8.00 a.m. My friend and I walked up to the 4th floor. She said, “Something smells 

wrong”. We started to leave, but the manager said, “No, go back, nothing is wrong” and he locked the door of 

our floor, so we couldn’t leave. Minutes later the lights went out. Light bulbs shattered and the building started 

shaking. We wanted to run. Because the doors were locked many people jumped out of the windows. They got 

broken arms and legs, but at least they were alive. 

     I was afraid. The locked door had broken open, but the stairs were collapsing. I swung and slid on a 

drainpipe and wouldn’t let go. The people who jumped down the stairs were mostly killed because the stairs had 

gone. It was just a deep drop. Then I must have lost consciousness and fell - was it down the stair well? I do not 

know. It may be that the bodies below saved me. 

     I was found and rescued that same day and taken immediately to ANAM Hospital. I had injuries to my head, 

back and leg and my chest had been crushed. I was covered in cuts and bruises and, I didn’t know it, but, I was 

pregnant at the time with my daughter. I was told I must rest. For some days I hurt all over and could do nothing 

else but rest. 

     Then I was transferred to CRP and for two more weeks I rested, my cuts and bruises were treated and each 

day I went to the physiotherapy dept. and had exercises. Then I was discharged. I know I was one of the lucky 

ones. Many died and their bodies were never found. The man who locked the doors. Did he die? I never knew. 

     But then I had my new baby. She was perfect despite the bad beginning. She is a lovely girl. And now I have 

this little one.  She is three years old. I still have pain from the old injuries, but I can walk and look after my 

family and I can help my husband in our vegetable shop. I never want to go back to a Garments factory. 

     I have a good life. I get free medicines and I got money so we could set up the shop. I got nothing from the 

factory I had been working for. Some of the factories in the building denied they had ever been there, but the 

clothes they made were found, with their labels on, so the authorities knew they were lying. 

******************************************************************************************* 

 

IF YOU CHANGE YOUR NAME, ADDRESS, EMAIL OR TELEPHONE NUMBER,  
 
PLEASE ADVISE THE ADMINISTRATOR SO THAT WE ARE ABLE TO KEEP YOU UP  
 
TO DATE WITH INFORMATION, NEWSLETTERS ETC WITH ACCURATE RECORDS.    
 
VTT Administrator, 4, Wilberforce Road, Coxheath, Maidstone, Kent, ME17 4HA 
 
Tel:  01622 743011.   Email:- admin@valerietaylortrust.org 
 
Thank you. 


